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Grant’s First School

The first school that U.S. Grant attended is still standing today, at 208 Grant Avenue across from the Post Office in Georgetown. The history behind this building is unique and worth preserving. The following slightly abridged article about the school, written by Meryl B. Markley, appeared in the News Democrat on November 27, 1975.

U.S. Grant First Attended School in the Old Rees Building in Georgetown

Abel Rees with his wife and her parents, Jeremiah and Sarah Purdum came to the area of Hillman Ridge very early in the 1800s.

They were Methodists and Rees helped build the log church erected on Hillman in 1815. He also owned sections of land in what is now Georgetown and in 1823 gave an area to be made into lots for the new village. He requested that lot # 42 facing 66 feet on Grant Avenue and 99 feet on Water Alley, be reserved for his own use.

The deed to this lot states that he “wanted to build a Methodist meeting house with a burial ground on said lot.” He immediately set to work and by 1824 he had his brick meeting house—a one-story building with rock foundations, heavy sills of hand-hewed timbers, a rock wall extending across the cellar thus making two rooms in the edifice.

The lath was of hickory, split evenly by hand and still in perfect condition. The front of the building was the usual center door with two windows on either side, and it was placed on the tax duplicate at a valuation of $400.

The structure was used as a meeting house until 1827 when the Methodists built a church at the corner of East Grant Avenue and Water Street, just east of the Grant homestead, which move resulted in the old meeting house being converted to a subscription school. Rees apparently never lived in this building, but remained on his farm.

He sold the house and lot to Thomas Jennings Jr. in 1833 for $427, Jennings later sold it to James Crawford and the property was ultimately bought by Adam Sigler to later become a part of the Christian Hurst property. It is now owned by Earl Pollitt. ...

... From Grant’s “Memoirs” we learn that he attended subscription school in Georgetown and that about half his time was spent...
at the school of John D. White, which is now a state memorial on South Water Street.

He further says that he started to school somewhere between five and six years of age. From his own statements we can determine that he was in the subscription school here for about nine years since he spent two years elsewhere before leaving for West Point in 1839. This leads us to believe that the time spent in each Georgetown school was about 4½ years. ...

... That same Grant,... holding the highest command of a great army was once the chubby boy who left the hearth of the Grant homestead, clambered up the Grant Avenue hill and entered the doorway into the little brick building erected by Abel Rees, there to learn that "A noun is the name of a thing."

Well, the doorway is still there, the little brick building is still there, every stone of it! We wonder, are we fully aware of the wealth of history this village of Georgetown holds?

Dutch Hill School

The "Dutch Hill" school is at 508 South Water Street in Georgetown. Ulysses S. Grant attended school here and the site is now a state memorial owned by the Ohio Historical Society and managed by the U.S. Grant Homestead Association.

The school was built by the residents of Georgetown in 1830 and served the community until about 1852 when a new school was built on Grant Avenue.

Grant School on Dutch Hill in Georgetown in Deplorable Condition until the Community Leaders Formed a Grant Memorial Committee

"For many years the Grant memorial committee headed by Maj. Frank X. Frebis and Harry I. Cahall, has preserved this building of historical significance as a shrine, financing all repairs, maintenance and employing a caretaker.

"On June 28, 1941, officials of the Ohio Historical and Archaeological Society and other state officials came to Georgetown to visit the historic Grant Schoolhouse on Dutch Hill, in south Georgetown, to take over and convert it into a state memorial and shrine. During recent years more than 70,000 persons from this nation and foreign countries have visited the schoolhouse.

"The state spent several hundred dollars in repairs to the structure and converting adjoining acreage into a state park.

"It was here that Gen. U.S. Grant spent his boyhood and received in this humble structure his early education." (News Democrat, July 28, 1938)

Dutch Hill School Damaged

"The little brick building on Dutch Hill, in which U.S. Grant attended school, is to be retained in its present outlines. This fact was established last week, (July 22, 1926) when Messrs. F.X. Frebis and G.W. McKibben, acting for the Grant Centennial Committee, made purchase of same from William Moore Jr.

"There has been general commitment among local people that the structure was fast passing, owing to storm effects and general deterioration. Statement was made that a few years more at the rate it declined last season and nothing could be done to bring it back. This caused the action just taken by the Centennial Committee.

"It is now stated that immediate work will be undertaken. The brick work is to be replaced, even to the large fire place, which was originally along the south wall. With the sale of mementos, which Mr. Moore owns. Local citizens have already offered many articles in the building, which is to be converted to a historical place that will be an attraction with few equals throughout the country.

"In this building John D. White once conducted a select school. The pupils were composed of children from local families, and among them was "Lyss" Grant. Also, there were six other youngsters who came from the Civil War as Generals, Admirals, and Commodores. Probably no other private place of learning has such a place in the history of the entire nation." (Publication and date unknown.)

The Interior of the Grant School as Shown in 1941

"Within the little brick house on Water Street—used for a period of nearly thirty years—most of the influential men of Georgetown and vicinity, as well as many others who have gone to other places, received their education.
“Ulysses S. Grant, twice elected to the Presidency of the United States, and serving in that capacity during the years 1869-1877 frequently comments in his Memoirs concerning his early Georgetown education. He wrote that the schools were very indifferent and there were none in which the pupils were classified. They were all supported by subscription. The teacher would have thirty or forty scholars, from the infant learning the ABCs to the young lady of eighteen and the young man of twenty, studying the highest branches taught, the three Rs. Grant wrote that he never saw an algebra in Georgetown while attending the subscription school. In 1836-37, Grant left Georgetown to attend school at Maysville, Kentucky.

“Later in 1838-39, he attended the private school at Ripley, Ohio presided over by the eminent abolitionist, John Rankin. He wrote that at both of these schools they went over the same old arithmetic of which he knew every word.

“The Grant Schoolhouse is now a well cared for museum, housing a large and valuable collection of relics, many of which belonged to the Grant family.”

(From The Contributions of Georgetown, Ohio, Public Schools toward the Citizenship of its Community by Aaron B. Murray, p.17, at The Ohio State University.)

U.S. Grant Writes of His School Days in Georgetown

Punishment at the “Dutch Hill” School probably took several forms. Hickory, beech, or willow switches were likely the most popular according to Ulysses description of John D. White’s school in his memoirs.

The rod was freely used there, and I was not exempt from its influence. I can see John D. White—the teacher of the school—now, with his long beech switch always in his hand. It was not always the same one, either. Switches were brought in bundles, from a beech wood near the
school house, by the boys for whose benefit they were intended. Often a whole bundle would be used up in a single day. I never had any hard feelings against my teacher, either while in school, or in later years when reflecting upon my experience. Mr. White was a kind-hearted man, and was much respected by the community in which he lived. He only followed the universal custom of the period, and that under which he had received his own education. (Ulysses S. Grant, Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant)

Teacher's desk. Dutch Hill classroom.

Slates on student's desk attached to wall. Dutch Hill classroom.

PUBLIC SALE
OF
School House.

The Board of Education of the Georgetown Village School District, will offer at public sale, the
One Story Brick School House,
Lots and all improvements thereon, located in the South-east part of Georgetown, on
Saturday, April 8, 1899,
between the hours of 10 A.M. and 12 M.
Terms, cash.
The Board of Education reserve the right to reject any or all bids, if in their opinion, the public interest requires the same.
By order of Board of Education.
GR蔽TTIFIC C. HALL, F. M. SMITH, Clerk, President
March 8, 1899.
Dear Sir:

You have paid me as follows:
In cash..............................................$2.00
214 lbs. beef at 2 cents.....................4.28
1 bushel corn.................................. 25
Flour............................................. 50
Pork............................................. 50
2 baskets corn.................................16
$7.69

My acct. for 1826 is$.........................7.35 1/4
for 1827 is ................... 8.00
for 1828 is ................... 4.22 1/2
19.58 1/4

This is for the time you sent and not according to your subscription.
Yours, etc. in haste
John D. White

The Land Ordinance of 1785 provided that the lands of the Northwest Territory were to be surveyed into townships six miles square. Each township was to be made up of 36 sections, each one mile square. The land was to be sold at auction for the benefit of the states, and one section in each township was reserved for the support of schools.

Although Ohio became a state in 1803, no significant legislation in support of public education was enacted until 1821, when the procedure for establishing school districts was outlined. A district was required to have at least 12 but not more than 40 householders who were to choose a three-member school board. The board was responsible for managing the school’s finances and hiring a teacher. They could also build a schoolhouse if voters approved a tax for construction. Financial support was to come from rental of the section of school land, from donations of land and cash, and from assessments on the parents of students. The law, however, was not compulsory and applied only where voters chose to form a school district, so it had only limited success in promoting public education.

The idea that schools were an asset to the community was generally accepted in Ohio, and under the leadership of Governor Allen Trimble, considerable progress was made in establishing local taxation as a source of support for schools. In 1825, a new state law required county officials to collect and distribute a one-half mill property tax to support schools. Each township was responsible for establishing school districts with at least twelve householders and an area of two square miles. If no action was taken, the township lost its share of the property tax for five years. Responsibility for approving teachers passed to a county board of examiners.

In 1849, following the pattern of a plan adopted in Akron, Ohio, legislation provided for elected boards of education in cities, towns, and townships.

Another state law passed on March 14, 1853, authorized a state tax of two mills for support of the schools and transferred most of the administrative authority to a new board of education for each township. The old district school boards were left in place but with reduced responsibilities.

During this period, grammar, geography, and history were added to the existing curriculum of reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic. These subjects were taught in the one-room schools that dotted the countryside after the Civil War and well into the 20th century.

From the 1850s to about 1900, Ohio’s public education system expanded to include high schools, and from 1860 to 1880 the number grew from 161 to 567. During this same period teachers established professional organizations and pushed for improved training and standards.

Beginning in 1893, students who completed all eight years of elementary school could take the Boxwell-Patterson Examination to graduate. Passing this test meant the student could enter an accredited high school. The test was an all-day affair and was sometimes administered at the county seat under the direction of the County Superintendent’s office. (See The Boxwell Proficiency Exam later in this chapter.)

The beginning of the end for small, rural schools came in 1900 in the form of a state law that gave elected township
school boards the option to replace district schools with centralized schools, with transportation provided at public expense. This same law made graded schools compulsory for the townships.

The 1914 Rural School Code abolished the old system of rural districts and replaced it with county-wide boards of education with a county superintendent to manage all schools except those in cities and villages with a population of more than 3,000.

The Bing Act, passed in 1921, required school attendance for all children up to 18 years of age. This meant the rural districts had to pay for tuition and transportation to a high school, or provide a high school for students who had completed the first eight grades.

Many small schools were closed in the early 1920s due to a post-World War I drop in rural population and a state requirement that schools with less than ten students be closed. Even with these closings, records indicate that in 1925 there were 25 school districts in Brown County, all under county supervision.

School District consolidations. The first change after 1925 was the consolidation of the Pleasant Township and Georgetown districts. In further consolidations Ripley and Union Township formed the Ripley-Union District, Fayetteville and Perry were joined to form the Fayetteville-Perry District, and Russellville and Jefferson became the Russellville-Jefferson District. These changes reduced the number of districts to 21 in 1931.

In 1932 the Franklin District was eliminated and divided among the Georgetown, Sardinia, Russellville-Jefferson, and Jackson districts. This reduced the total number of districts to 20. In 1933 Georgetown became an exempted village school, leaving 19 districts under county supervision. The Aberdeen and Huntington Township districts were consolidated in 1934. In 1935 the Sterling District became a part of Green-Sterling; the Washington District was eliminated by dividing the territory between the Sardinia and Scott districts; and the Glady Special District was transferred to Fayetteville-Perry, which was renamed the Perry Rural District.

One-room school closings. There were 47 one-room schools in the county in 1931. In the four-year period from 1931 to 1935, 41 of these schools were closed. Another was closed in 1936, leaving only five in operation for the 1936-37 school year. Four of these schools were in the Pike District while the fifth was in the Aberdeen-Huntington District. The board of education in the Pike District closed its four remaining one-room schools after the 1935-36 school year. The board had planned to erect a new building to accommodate the children of all of the closed schools but legal action prevented construction of the proposed building. Those students were reassigned to Mt. Orab, Clark, and Scott townships.

Ellis Grove in Huntington Township and Oakland and Shiloh schools in Pike Township were the last one-room schools to close. A letter from the state department indicates they closed in the spring of 1939.

For almost 20 years there were no further changes, but another round of consolidation was initiated in 1954 when Lewis-Feesburg joined Clark-Hamersville to form the Hamersville Local School District. Two years later, in 1956, the Green-Sterling and Scott Districts joined the Mt.

when the 1935-36 school year began:
- Aberdeen-Huntington
- Mt. Orab Village
- Byrd
- Perry-Fayetteville
- Clark-Hamersville
- Pike
- Eagle
- Ripley-Union
- Green-Sterling
- Russellville-Jefferson
- Higginsport
- Sardinia
- Jackson
- Scott
- Lewis-Feesburg

In January 1937, the Brown County Board of Education divided the Pike Township District among the Mt. Orab, Clark, and Scott districts. The area served by the one-room schools at New Harmony and Locust Ridge became a part of the Clark Township District. The portion of the district served by the Maple Grove school was transferred to Mt. Orab and the Oakland school area was absorbed by Scott Township.

Ellis Grove in Huntington Township and Oakland and Shiloh schools in Pike Township were the last one-room schools to close. A letter from the state department indicates they closed in the spring of 1939.

For almost 20 years there were no further changes, but another round of consolidation was initiated in 1954 when Lewis-Feesburg joined Clark-Hamersville to form the Hamersville Local School District. Two years later, in 1956, the Green-Sterling and Scott Districts joined the Mt.
Ohio's earliest schools were uncomfortable, makeshift affairs and it was not unusual for abandoned buildings to be pressed into service. Most were log structures with puncheon or bare dirt floors and windows covered with cloth or greased paper. Students sat on rough-hewn log benches with no back to lean on. During cold weather a large fireplace with a stick and mud chimney at one end of the building held logs that burned all day, roasting one side of the students while the other burned the teacher's desk. The teacher came early to see that the fire was built and usually stayed after school to make sure it was out. Sometimes the teacher would hire one or two students to get the fire started in the morning and to take care of cleaning and other maintenance work.

The teacher arrived early to see that the fire was built and usually stayed after school to make sure it was out. Sometimes the teacher would hire one or two students to get the fire started in the morning and to take care of cleaning and other maintenance work.

The school was normally painted white, which was the least expensive paint available. The roof was usually wood shingle or tin, and a stone or brick stoop provided access to the front door. Stone foundations were common and some schools had large windows with exterior shutters. Before electricity, tall windows provided natural light which could be supplemented by lard lamps (small bowls with a knotted rag in lard, grease, or vegetable oil) and after 1850 by “coal oil” (kerosene) lamps. Many schools built in the early 1800s did not have porches, cloakrooms, or bell towers. Rural communities, however, were proud of their schools and amenities were often added later if finances allowed.

Wooden plank floors were treated with oil to help preserve the wood and keep down dust. Because most of the students went to school barefoot, they often went home with their feet black from the oil.

The blackboard behind the teacher's desk could have been slate, but more likely was made from pine boards coated with layers of egg white and carbon from charred potatoes. Painted blackboards could be used with chalk but had to be resurfaced frequently. The blackboard could also be an instrument of punishment. The young miscreant would place his nose in
a circle on the blackboard, and remain in that position until the teacher felt that justice had been served.

Soon after tax support became available, school desks replaced the log benches. Ink was used by the older students, so an "ink well," a hole designed to hold an ink bottle, would be found in the upper right-hand corner of the desk. A grove across the sloped top of the desk kept pens, pencils, and chalk from rolling away. In the early years, students used goose-quill pens and home-made ink while the younger children used a small slate with slate pens or chalk.

The schoolroom walls were decorated by the students with their own art and with good papers showing current work. Most schools had a flagpole and the day started and ended with raising and lowering the flag. A flag might also be in the schoolroom on a staff or hung on an inside wall. Portraits of George Washington were common before the Civil War and Abraham Lincoln was often added after the war.

Books were purchased by the parents, and as the children advanced, they could be handed down to a younger brother or sister, or sold to another family. Education was so important in many homes that children who were unable to go to school were sent to school while their older brothers and sisters attended. The boys also went barefoot in summer and bundled up in several layers of clothing to keep out the cold.

With a full hour for lunch, and a 15-minute recess in the morning and afternoon, the playground got a workout. There was always a ball game going on, but there were also many other popular games including marbles, mumbly peg, hide and seek, and see-saw over the shanty, and when it snowed, fox and geese. (See "Schoolyard Games" below.) The girls usually played separately from the boys, jumping rope, bringing their dolls from home, or playing house in the trees or around some rocks. The teacher's hand bell signaled the end of lunch and recess.

Children's clothing prior to the 1900s was often made at home from cotton material. If there were several children in the family, everyone wore hand-me-downs. Clothes were very simple in style since sewing machines were not available in all homes. The girls wore long dresses and many layers of clothing to keep out the cold on the long walk to school. In warmer weather, they went barefoot to avoid wearing out expensive shoes. The styles prior to 1900 included bloomers, long stockings, and ankle-high lace-up shoes.

The boys wore plain, long-sleeved shirts and pants or bib overalls. Suspenders were a necessity to hold up the trousers. The boys also went barefoot in summer and bundled up in several layers of clothing in the winter. After the 1920s, when manufactured clothing became more popular, styles changed more frequently.

Some One-Room School Memories
By John T. Richey

John T. Richey submitted the following information about his mother, Lura McGohan Richey, and her teaching career in Brown County, along with his own memories of one-room schools.

Lura McGohan Richey, my mother, was born in Hamersville, Ohio on July 14, 1889. Her schooling started in Hamersville and later her family moved to a farm on Loudon Road in Pleasant Township. She finished her grade school education at Loudon School on Loudon Road near Shaw Road and Big Run Road. On completing the eighth grade, she stayed at home for one year, then returned to Loudon School for one year to help prepare her for teaching. She first taught at Loudon School in 1908-1909 and returned for the 1909-1910 school year. Those two summers she attended Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.

The years 1910-1911 and 1911-1912 she taught at Four's on Graybill Road east of Free Soil Road. The years 1912-1913 and 1913-1914 she taught at Camp Run on Camp Run Road near and across the road from Henize Road. The next two-and-one-half years she taught at Georgetown.

My education started in Jackson Township at Canada School in 1924. Our farm was 1.9 miles from the school and many mornings mother took me to school in the buggy with old Topsy. This school was located east of the Russellville-Winchester Turnpike on Cherry Fork Road. My teachers were Zoa Bennett Schatzman, Ella Mae Shaw Alexander, and the third year until November, Mary Wood. At that time we moved to a farm one mile west of Russellville on SR 125 in Jefferson Township. Our school was Fairview (still standing, and located one-and-one-half miles west of Russellville, Ohio, on SR 125). My teachers here were Charlotte Pindell Rainey and Charles McKinley.

The Russellville School became the Russellville-Jefferson School in 1929, with the Fairview School and the school located at Rockman Road near Conn Road. We were bussed to Russellville and Charlie McKinley was my seventh-grade teacher. During that year a contract was let to build a new school by adding on and surrounding the present four-room building. The new addition included modern rest rooms and an auditorium-gymnasium.

This school system continued in 1930 by centralizing the rest of Jefferson Township which included schools on: Gooselick Road near Laycock Road, one and-one-half miles north of Red Oak on US 62, George Miller Road east of US 62, one mile east of Eagle Creek on SR 125, Russellville-Winchester Turnpike at McNoun Road.
In 1931 Franklin Township started eliminating one-room schools and at that time they were bussed to our school from the Honey Run School on Honey Run Road and the school at the Grange Hall on Arnheim-Day Hill Road.

Memory also can add other schools, in Jackson Township one mile north as well as one mile south of Ash Ridge and on Kendall Road. In Pleasant Township, Hillman Ridge near the church and on SR 125 just east of Hillman Ridge Road.

Learning was made much easier with the bench up front and learning as other classes were conducted, the use of the blackboard, the helpfulness of the teachers, and the competitiveness made possible by all being together. It was the beginning of a fulfilling life.

Schoolyard Games

Children usually played outside, regardless of the weather, and games were an important part of their lives both at school and at home. All were competitive, but some emphasized cooperation and teamwork, while others helped develop individual skills. The following are brief descriptions of several popular children’s games.

Ante Ante Over the Shanty. The name is often shortened to Andy over, handy over, or Annie over. One team throws a ball over the roof of a building to a team on the other side. The team catching the ball runs around the building and the one with the ball tries to tag members of the other team. Tagged players switch sides and the team with the most players when the game ends is the winner.

Fox and Geese. A wheel (20 feet or more in diameter) with spokes is tramped in the snow. The fox stands at the hub with other positions. The last to succeed in all positions loses. The winner then drives a two-inch peg into the ground as far as he can with three blows of his knife handle, and the loser has to pull the peg out of the ground with his teeth.

Hopscotch. A course, consisting of single squares, side-by-side squares, triangles, and a “safe” or “home” square is laid out in dirt, or in chalk on pavement. A marker stone is tossed into the first square and the player hops through the course, skipping the square with the marker. Side by side squares are straddled, single squares are hopped on one foot, and the “home” square can be used to turn around for the return trip to the first square. The player picks up the marker on the way back, then tosses it into square number two and repeats the pattern through each square. A player who steps on a line, misses a square, or loses balance loses her turn. The first player to go through all squares successfully is the winner.

Jacks. The game can be played indoors or outdoors on a smooth surface with 10 jacks and a small rubber ball. (A “jack” is a six-pronged metal piece.) To begin, the player tosses the jacks onto the playing surface. She then tosses the ball into the air and picks up a single jack, catching the ball on the first bounce and in the same hand. This is repeated, with the player picking up two jacks on the second try, three jacks on the third try, and so on until she picks up all 10 jacks on the last try. A player who misses, loses her turn and picks up at the same number on her next turn. The winner is the first to pick up all ten jacks on a single bounce of the ball.

Marbles. There are many games that can be played with marbles. “Ringer” is played using a circle 10 feet in diameter. Players “lag” to see who shoots first by tossing or shooting a marble at a line on the opposite side of the circle. Closest to the line wins the first shot. Thirteen marbles are arranged in a cross in the center of the circle. The first player may shoot from anywhere on the circle and tries to knock one of the marbles in the cross out of the ring. If he succeeds, he keeps the marble he hit and gets to try again. If his “shooter” marble stayed in the ring, he shoots from where it stopped. If the target marble is not knocked out of the ring and the shooter stays in the ring, the next player gets to shoot at any of the marbles in the ring including the shooter. If the shooter is knocked out of the ring, the player keeps both the shooter and all of the marbles the other player has taken. If the game is for fair all marbles are returned at the end of the game, if for keeps players keep the marbles they win.

The School and the Community

The school was a center for social life in the rural community and was often the only building suitable for public gatherings. The doors were open for voting, tax collection, and political meetings, as well as for local clubs and organizations. Various religious denominations held services in the school until a church could be built.

Local people generally recognized the importance of their schools and provided support by participating in many school-related events even if they had no children.

At Christmas a live tree, usually a young cedar, was cut from the woods and brought in by the older boys. The younger children decorated the tree with popcorn, cranberries, orange peels and colored paper. Names were exchanged and gifts might be pocket knives or marbles for boys and handkerchiefs or inexpensive dolls for the girls. The community was often entertained with a Christmas play, poems, and stories written and performed by the children. The event closed with Christmas carols and refreshments.

Picnics, spelling bees, foot races, and other competitions were common and one or more of the nearby schools might participate in special meets.

Other events included pie or box suppers. The ladies and older girls prepared food, which was sold at auction to the men and boys to raise money for school supplies or for some special project. The successful bidder then ate with whoever had prepared the meal. In theory, no one knew who the cook was until the item was purchased and the box was opened, but a young lady might drop a hint or two to a special boy.

Transportation was never an issue for teachers or students. You either walked or rode a horse. In bad weather, father might make the horse and buggy available, picking up other children on the way to school. In later years the Model T Ford became a common form of transportation and some of the first school buses were built in a local barn on the frame of the dependable little "flivver."

The school year accommodated the agricultural calendar because children were needed to help with spring planting and with the harvest in the fall. Four months of school during the winter and two months during the summer were typical. Many of the boys who planned to farm with their fathers only attended
school long enough to learn basic reading, writing, and arithmetic.

There was always sickness and the common drinking water supply was often the culprit. By the 1920s, water fountains began to replace the communal water bucket and indoor toilets eliminated the privy. Smallpox, cholera, whooping cough, measles, and chicken pox were serious problems in the early schools and an epidemic could close the school for several weeks. When a child was sick or injured, ringing the school bell would alert a neighbor that help was needed and the child would be taken home or to the doctor.

The Teachers

The most important element in any school was the teacher.

Though some men taught school, most teachers were unmarried women. Male-dominated school boards thought it unseemly if not disgraceful for a married woman to be working for pay outside the home, so as soon as a female teacher married, she was out of a job.

To set an example for the children and to satisfy the school board and the community, a teacher was expected to be a paragon of virtue as indicated in the following list of rules.

Rules for Teachers

- Teachers each day will fill lamps and clean lamp chimneys.
- Each teacher will bring a bucket of water and a scuttle of coal for the day’s session.
- Make your pens carefully. You may whittle nips to the individual taste of the pupils.
- Male teachers may take one evening each week for courting purposes, or two evenings a week if they go to church regularly.
- After ten hours in school, the teachers may spend the remaining time reading the Bible or other good books.
- Women teachers who marry or engage in unseemly conduct will be dismissed.
- Every teacher should lay aside from each pay a goodly sum of his earnings for his benefit during his declining years so that he will not become a burden on society.
- Any teacher who smokes, uses liquor in any form, frequents pool or public halls, or gets shaved in a barber shop will give good reason to suspect his worth, intention, integrity and honesty.
- The teacher who performs his labor faithfully and without fault for five years will be given an increase of twenty-five cents per week in his pay, providing the Board of Education approves.

(Compliments of One Room Schools of Ohio)

Teachers were highly respected and well-liked in the community, although their status was never reflected in their pay. Discipline seldom seemed to be a problem. Parents generally accepted the teacher’s word without question, and a student who was punished at school might expect something worse at home.

The teacher was often the student’s best friend, patching up emotional as well as physical wounds, wiping away tears, healing friendships, and providing sound advice and a sympathetic ear when there was no one else to listen.¹⁰

Teachers were responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the school building but the students helped. Girls kept the floors swept and the windows clean while the boys carried in the drinking water and firewood. The teacher sometimes paid the older students from her own pocket for such jobs as cutting wood, starting the fire every morning, and emptying ashes. A student who stayed after school to help with the chores, however, could become a “teacher’s pet,” a reputation male students were eager to avoid.

Teachers who lived some distance from the school often boarded with a family nearby, helping with the chores, and sometimes using the family’s horse and buggy for transportation.

Teacher Training

Most early teachers were not well educated. Anyone with a good reputation who was competent in reading, writing, and general arithmetic could usually get a teaching contract in a rural school. In the early years, however, it was often difficult to find applicants with even these minimum qualifications.

The hiring process became more uniform in 1853 when legislation established boards of examiners in each county. A further advance came in 1864 when a state board of examiners was appointed. This board issued teaching certificates that could be accepted anywhere in the state. The state board’s responsibility for teacher certification was increased in 1914 and again in 1935 as standards for education and experience were raised.

Before formal requirements for teacher education were established, students who had passed all eight grades were sometimes hired to return to their school as teachers with no additional training. In some cases, the teacher was younger than some of her students.

To provide extended training for teachers, local institutes were organized by counties, villages, and cities beginning in the 1840s. These institutes continued into the early 1900s and provided several professional training sessions each year. The institutes were held in specified local school buildings which led to some of those buildings being referred to as a “college.” (See Columbia College and Maple College in Green Township and Bloom Rose College in Sterling Township.)
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Education and Race

Brown County—and the state of Ohio—seem to have been split nearly 50/50 on the issue of abolition and the rights of African-Americans. Ohio did not permit slavery but many Ohioans disliked the idea of living and working with blacks. Even those who had freed their slaves and moved to Ohio because freedom was guaranteed here had difficulty extending more rights to the black community. In 1804 Ohio enacted the “Black Laws” that prohibited African-American males from voting and serving in the militia or on a jury. They could not testify against a white in court, send their children to public school, or receive assistance from the “poor house.” Many Ohio villages and towns used the power of the “black laws” to limit or prevent blacks from living in their communities. Blacks were required to post a $500 bond to insure their good conduct. Gov. Tiffin and his brother-in-law Thomas Worthington (a future governor) had both freed their slaves before they moved to Ohio but cast the votes that passed the “Black Laws” by just one vote. Even with all these restrictions, 37,000 blacks lived in Ohio by 1860, preferring limited freedom to living in the South.

Under an 1853 law, school boards were required to establish separate colored schools in districts where there were more than thirty African American children. Integrated schools were permitted if no parents objected. After 1878, school boards were allowed to keep segregated schools but had to provide a free education for all children. A law passed in 1887 eliminated separate schools, and students of all races were required to receive the same educational opportunities.

A number of one-room schools in Brown County are referred to as “colored schools” but most became integrated over a period of years and photographs often show both colored and white students.
The Boxwell-Patterson Examination: Some Answers

Although the state commissioners of education printed the complete text of both the April and May examinations in its annual report for 1912, it did not include the "official" answers used for scoring. These answers, therefore, were gleaned from references dating approximately to that time period.
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Arithmetic
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Geography
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English
1. What are the main themes of the novel "Moby Dick"?
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